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Cleaning and Care Instructions 

Cleaning:  We recommend cleaning your Sage Doors Invisedge™ Doors and Panels by using a damp 

microfiber cloth. Wipe off any excess residue afterwards with a dry cloth to to ensure a streak-free 

appearance.  

Greasy marks can easily be removed by using a small amount of soap or other non abrasive cleaner.  

Avoid: Although Invisedge™ is waterproof, it is not 100% water resistant. The core of the door is still 

MDF, which is prone to swelling under damp conditions. Spray bottles, sponges, wet cloths, steam 

cleaners, and other such cleaning agents can leave a lot of water on the face of the doors, and 

should be avoided when possible.   

Care should be taken to ensure hot pans and appliances do not come into contact with Invisedge™, 

as this can damage the surface of the door.  

Never use abrasive cleaners to clean your Invisedge™ doors. If unsure, test a small patch, or phone 

us (09 415 6322) to check first. 

 

Warranty 

The Consumer Guarantees Act applies to Invisedge™ doors by Sage Doors Ltd.  All Invisedge™ doors 

and panels come with a 10 year guarantee to the original purchaser against defects in the materials. 

The panel surface is waterproof. However, while  the Invisedge™ is 97% water proof, we cannot 

guarantee that is is water resistant. Care should be taken to ensure edges are not exposed to 

continuous or excessive steam and water.  

Please Note: The guarantee will not apply in cases where the product has been damaged after 

manufacture through misuse, negligent cleaning, water damage, or maintenance. 

Liablility will be be limited to replacement of the doors and panels. Sage Doors Ltd will not meet any 

costs of refitting or  installation. Under no circumstances will liability exceed the current purchase 

price of the original goods. 

 


